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Ministery of Foreign Affairs Russia
dip@mid.ru
_____________________________________________________________________________________

LAVROV Sergey Viktorovich,

Read www.desireestokkel.nl

The website with the evidence of an ICC-lawcase against NL Balkenende & co.

I have read the press release of ICC on the 'joint-venture between ICC & Kremlin'.
You present yourself as 'a Happy dictator willing to kill whoever who must be kiled on command of ICC'.

Dmitri Medvedev is NOW a murderer - a dictator - , who wants to stay above the law,
when he kills EU-civilians for the growth of the Russian-economy!
While he builds a civil war between the lower-class people in EU and RU....

The Kremlin has always ignored my letters & evidence that NL is a dictatortship, officially.
Though you have been reading my websites.... 

Kremlin supports the warcrimes committed by ICC-employees,
who refuse to proceed on my lawcase against Balkenende & co.
ICC places EU-leaders above the law; Kremlin agrees with this!

Kremlin is very much aware of the fact that this will result in a civil war
when PVV Geert Wilders will become the next NL-president.

Although many NL-ers want  D66 Alexander Pechtold to become the next NL-president,
PVDA is creating a madness-voting-climate.
The relationship between PVV & PVDA is like a maffia-family-vendetta = murder if possible.

Instead of rescueing my life - and demanding from ICC that they prove to be a fair court of law for All of Us - ,
 the Kremlin starts to rescue warcriminal/ murderer Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo.

You keep him in his extreme powerful position, while you know he organizes war!
You work together with him 'as if he's a fair & trustworthy person'.

Kremlin not only turns against me - while I try to stop a civil war in NL & EU, caused by ICC -,
but you also turn against Africa,  Sudan...and other victums of ICC-policies.

And than this...
I have asked many thimes 'to make clear how the Kremlin is undertaking to stop war, created by ICC itself'.
On the Kremlin-site of MID-site...there are NO explanations whatsoever!

I must read it on the website of ICC!?
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And...
ICC has mislead Architects www.shl.dk.
They have kept my ICC-case against Balkenende & co hidden from contestants for the PR-status quo of ICC.

Of, course not 1 professional working Architect-buro would have participated in the contest,
if they would have known the truth about Hitler-court ICC from the start...
 
SHL has won the building-asignment and had signed a contract with ICC under falsh conditions.

This is a Giga-problem when PVV Geert Wilders becomes NL-president.
Danish-people are not exactly 'liked' by Moslims.

What are you going to do to stop the warcrimes committed by ICC?

I have been thinking:
'There is only one way to stop the Kremlin, - if you support ICC-war-making-crimes in NL & EU -
and thats to email all RU-universities, organisations, media...I can get acces to...

And inform them about the fact that Medvedev wants a civil war in NL& EU
... and wants to sacrafice the lives of the RU-poor & lawless...for his economical-games'.

Has the Kremlin only made a stupid mistake in connection with ICC, or are you Evil?

Desiree Stokkel
www.desireestokkel.nl
ww.newlegalframe.com
www.nlfschool.com
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